Calastone Order Routing

Overview
Calastone Order Routing automates the transaction flow between trading parties
in the mutual funds industry, providing a fully interoperable global solution.
By connecting to the Calastone Transaction Network, fund distributors are able to
seamlessly place and route orders directly to fund managers. Automated transaction and
pricing notifications are initiated and distributed as part of our single automated order
routing process, thus providing early notification of receipt and price confirmation.
Calastone enables clients to connect and communicate with trading counterparties in
any messaging standard or protocol (including ISO 20022/15022, FIX protocols and
many proprietary formats). We can also connect directly to other messaging networks,
including SWIFT and FIX, on our clients’ behalf.
Through this single connection to our network, clients benefit from full straight-throughprocessing (STP), delivering immediate operational efficiencies and removing the risk
associated with manual processing. By connecting to our network, users have access
to our full global community of over 12,000+ trading links, offering easy access to new
markets and funds.

Product Benefits
■■ Interoperable

– supporting over 190
different message formats

■■ Global

coverage – 12,000 trading
links in 34 territories

■■ Full

operational support – proactive
real-time monitoring

■■ Easy

implementation – no upfront
costs or scaled development
required

■■ Single

point of access – connect
to SWIFT, FIX and other messaging
networks

Features
Calastone Transaction Network

Investors

Fund providers

Banks (payments)

Distributors

TAs

■■

Connect to any format from
any format

■■

ISO 20022 compliant

■■

Point to point connectivity using
business logic

■■

Proven business continuity structure

■■

Dedicated operational support,
24 x 5.5

■■

Data archiving and retrieval

How does it work?
Calastone’s Order Routing is unique in its approach. We support all message
types from the sender and translate to meet the receiver’s own requirements and
provide the same in reverse. This means the service can quickly and easily be
adopted by both parties, reducing upfront and maintenance costs.
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“The decision to use Calastone was a no brainer given the ease of
implementation, risk and cost reduction benefits, and increased
operational efficiency”
Manulife, Associate Director

“We are pleased to be connected to Calastone’s transaction
network. Doing so is consistent with our commitment to continue to
drive automation within the funds industry to help lower costs and
reduce risk for both ourselves and our clients”
Invesco, Head of European Transfer Agency

For more information, please contact your relationship manager or the sales team.
Contact
UK: +44 2037 004 100
Lux: +352 26 005 217
Australia: +61 406 767 669
HK: +852 2648 3071
Taiwan: +886 979 032 370

E: sales@calastone.com
W: www.calastone.com
@CalastoneLtd
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